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The U.S. National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) sequenced 1036 human DNA samples from four United States population groups (African American, Asian, Hispanic, and
Caucasian) using the ForenSeq DNA Signature Prep Kit (Verogen, San Diego CA, USA) with Primer Mix B (DPMB) as previously described [1]. DNA sequencing was performed on a MiSeq FGx
instrument (Verogen). In addition to STR markers, DPMB includes amplification primers for single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) used for individual identification (iiSNPs, n = 94),
ancestry inference (aiSNPs, n = 56), and phenotype prediction (piSNPs, n = 22). Resulting sequencing coverage information was interpreted for the 94 iiSNP markers. Allele frequencies and
relevant forensic statistics were calculated for each population group. Here we present match probabilities computed from the 94 iiSNPs compared to those derived from 27 autosomal STR
loci using sequence-based and length-based allele frequencies [1,2]. Variations in forensic statistics by population group are also explored.
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Figure 1: Sequencing metrics: A) heterozygote balance; the number of reads for the allele with lower coverage
divided by the number of reads for the allele with higher coverage. Dashed blue lines represent three standard
deviations from the mean value (mean = 0.86). Two loci (rs6955448 and rs338882) fell outside the region
bounded by three standard deviations. B) sequencing coverage; the average number of reads reported by the
Universal Analysis Software (Verogen, San Diego, USA) for each locus. Median coverage was 506 ×,
represented by the red dashed line. Median coverage per locus spans two orders of magnitude.
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Figure 2: Boxplot of Random Match Probability (RMP, presented as inverse 1/RMP with higher values
denoting lower probability of a random match) showing values calculated without theta correction for 1036
samples using three marker systems: 94 iiSNPs found in the ForenSeq Signature Kit* (SNP population
frequencies from 1000 genomes project [3]), 20 CODIS core STR markers using sequence-based
frequencies [1] and 20 CODIS core STR markers using allele frequencies from capillary electrophoresis
(CE) amplicon length measurements [2]. Boxplot outline represents the first and third quartiles with the
central line depicting the median datapoint with whiskers showing the minimum and maximum values in the
data set. The RMPs for the 94 iiSNPs exhibited a similar range of values as the 20 CODIS core sequencebased STRs. These values contrast with RMPs from length-based STRs that differ by approximately 10
orders of magnitude.
*Note that the 94 iiSNPs in the ForenSeq Signature Prep Kit may exhibit signals of pairwise linkage disequilibrium. Excluding a small number of SNPs is expected to have a
minimal impact on these 1/RMP estimates.
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Figure 3: Effective Number of Alleles (Ae), given by the equation Ae = 1/(p2 + q2), for a biallelic identity informative SNP has an ideal value of two; meaning that each allele has equal incidence within the
population measured, e.g. 1/(0.52 + 0.52) = 2. SNP loci at the left of the histogram are performing as expected for identity informative markers. Loci towards the right side of the figure are skewed in allele
frequency for at least one population. A reference line is drawn (red) at three standard deviations of the Ae data. Three loci, rs938283, rs1357617, and rs2056277 (marked with arrows) exhibited consistently
skewed allele frequency across all populations.
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Figure 4: Rare deletion observed once in the 1036 data set, adjacent to locus rs10092491, causes misassignment
of the correct ‘alternate’ allele. (A) Universal Analysis Software (UAS) produces incorrect genotype (del) due to (B)
deletion of T residue in an adjacent homopolymer stretch. The correct “Alternate” allele, C, is present in the
sequence, suggesting that the UAS genotyping algorithm could be the root cause of the mis-called base.
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Figure 5: Sequence data was analyzed using STRaitRazor 3.0 [4], a freely-available software, to characterize
additional polymorphisms in regions flanking the target iiSNP in ForenSeq amplicons. Several (n > 20) loci
exhibited microhaplotypes which could increase the performance of the locus. To illustrate, two examples (A)
are shown where a flanking SNP creates a microhaplotype. (B) Locus rs10776839 contains a flanking SNP
which increases the measure of effective alleles (Ae) by 49 %, while rs1109037 has a flanking SNP which
increases Ae by 78 % relative to using the UAS genotypes alone.
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